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%NTROPIC &ORCES $RIVE #LUSTERING AND 3PATIAL
,OCALIZATION OF )NmUENZA ! - $URING 6IRAL
"UDDING
*ESPER * -ADSEN *OHN - ! 'RIME *EREMY 3 2OSSMAN 'REGORY ! 6OTH
 $EPARTMENT OF #HEMISTRY *AMES &RANCK )NSTITUTE AND )NSTITUTE FOR "IOPHYSICAL $YNAMICS 4HE 5NIVERSITY OF #HICAGO #HICAGO )LLINOIS  5NITED 3TATES OF
!MERICA  3CHOOL OF "IOSCIENCES 5NIVERSITY OF +ENT #ANTERBURY +ENT #4 .* 5NITED +INGDOM
3UBMITTED TO 0ROCEEDINGS OF THE .ATIONAL !CADEMY OF 3CIENCES OF THE 5NITED 3TATES OF !MERICA
4HE INmUENZA ! MATRIX  -	 TRANSMEMBRANE PROTEIN FACILITATES
VIRION RELEASE FROM THE INFECTED HOST CELL )N PARTICULAR - PLAYS A
ROLE IN THE INDUCTION OF MEMBRANE CURVATURE ANDOR IN THE SCISSION
PROCESS WHEREBY THE ENVELOPE IS CUT UPON VIRION RELEASE (ERE
WE SHOW USING COARSEGRAINED COMPUTER SIMULATIONS THAT VARIOUS
- ASSEMBLY GEOMETRIES EMERGE DUE TO AN ENTROPIC DRIVING FORCE
RESULTING IN COMPACT CLUSTERS OR LINEARLY EXTENDED AGGREGATES AS A
DIRECT CONSEQUENCE OF THE LATERAL MEMBRANE STRESSES #ONDITIONS
UNDER WHICH THESE PROTEIN ASSEMBLIES WILL CAUSE THE LIPID MEM
BRANE TO CURVE ARE EXPLORED AND WE PREDICT THAT A CRITICAL CLUSTER
SIZE IS REQUIRED FOR THIS TO HAPPEN 7E GO ON TO DEMONSTRATE THAT
UNDER THE STRESS CONDITIONS TAKING PLACE IN THE CELLULAR MEMBRANE
AS IT UNDERGOES LARGESCALE MEMBRANE REMODELING THE - PROTEIN
WILL IN PRINCIPLE BE ABLE TO BOTH CONTRIBUTE TO CURVATURE INDUCTION
AND SENSE CURVATURE IN ORDER TO LINE UP IN MANIFOLDS WHERE LOCAL
MEMBRANE LINE TENSION IS HIGH - IS FOUND TO EXHIBIT LINACTANT
BEHAVIOR IN LIQUIDDISORDEREDLIQUIDORDERED PHASESEPARATED LIPID
MIXTURES AND TO BE EXCLUDED FROM THE LIQUIDORDERED PHASE IN
NEARQUANTITATIVE AGREEMENT WITH EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS /UR
lNDINGS SUPPORT A ROLE FOR - IN MEMBRANE REMODELING DUR
ING INmUENZA VIRAL BUDDING BOTH AS AN INDUCER AND A SENSOR OF
MEMBRANE CURVATURE AND THEY SUGGEST A MECHANISM BY WHICH
LOCALIZATION OF - CAN OCCUR AS THE VIRION ASSEMBLES AND RELEASES
FROM THE HOST CELL INDEPENDENT OF HOW THE MEMBRANE CURVATURE
IS PRODUCED
"UDDING | -EMBRANE CURVATURE | -EMBRANE STRESS | 7EDGING MECHA
NISM | ,IPID PHASE BEHAVIOR
* */530%6$5*0/
-JQJE NFNCSBOFT BSF NBDSPNPMFDVMBS BTTFNCMJFT UIBU NBLF
VQ UIF FOWFMPQFT BOE JOUFSOBM DPNQBSUNFOUT PG MJWJOH PSHBOJTNT
.FNCSBOFT BSF FTTFOUJBM CFDBVTF UIFZ QSPWJEF QIZTJDBM CPVOE
BSJFT DBQBCMF PG FODBQTVMBUJOH BOE QSPUFDUJOH UIF PSHBOJTNT
DPOTUJUVFOUT GSPN UIF PVUTJEF FOWJSPONFOU 	
 0SHBOJ[BUJPO PG
UIFTF NFNCSBOFT UIFJS DPOTUJUVUJOH DPNQPOFOUT BOE FGGFDUPST
PO WBSJPVT UJNF BOE MFOHUI TDBMFT JT DSJUJDBM JO NBOZ DFMMVMBS
QSPDFTTFT 	
 JODMVEJOH SFDPHOJUJPO 	 
 OFVSPOBM TJHOBMJOH 	

 PS FOEPDZUPTJT BOE FYPDZUPTJT 	

"O JOGFDUJPVT WJSVT OFFET UP DSPTT UIF FOWFMPQF PG UIF IPTU DFMM
UXJDF JO PSEFS UP DPNQMFUF UIF SFQMJDBUJPO DZDMF ದ PODF UP FOUFS
BOE PODF UP FYJU 'PS UIJT SFBTPO BOZ DPNQPOFOUT PS NFDIBOJTNT
SFMBUFE UP UIFTF TUFQT BSF BO BUUSBDUJWF BOUJWJSBM UBSHFU CFDBVTF
UIFZ BSF FTTFOUJBM GPS WJSBM SFQMJDBUJPO 5IF SFQMJDBUJPO QSPDFTT
PG B WJSVT JT DPNQMFY BOE SFRVJSFT B QMFUIPSB PG NFDIBOJDBM
BOE DIFNJDBM TUFQT 4PNF WJSVTFT IJKBDL UIF IPTU DFMM BQQBSB
UVT UP QFSGPSN DFSUBJO GVODUJPOT 'PS FYBNQMF UIF FOEPTPNBM
TPSUJOH DPNQMFYFT SFRVJSFE GPS USBOTQPSU 	&4$35
 JT VTFE CZ
NBOZ WJSVTFT UP QFSGPSN UBTLT SFMBUFE UP NFNCSBOF SFNPEFMJOH
$VSJPVTMZ JOGMVFO[B" DBSSJFT JUT PXO QSPUFJO DBMMFENBUSJY  	.
TFF 'JH 
 UIBU JT CFMJFWFE UP GBDJMJUBUF UIF MBTU DSJUJDBM TUFQ PG UIF
SFQMJDBUJPO QSPDFTT WJSBM SFMFBTF TVCTFRVFOU UP TFWFSJOH PG UIF
CVEEJOH FOWFMPQF 	

*O UIJT XPSL XF TZTUFNBUJDBMMZ JOWFTUJHBUF UIF SPMF PG . JO
CVEEJOH BU B DPBSTFHSBJOFE 	$(
 SFTPMVUJPO VTJOH B DPNCJOBUJPO
PG DPNQVUFS TJNVMBUJPOT BOE FYQFSJNFOUT 5IF VTF PG UIFPSZ
BOE TJNVMBUJPO UP TUVEZ GVOEBNFOUBM QSPDFTTFT IBT HBJOFE XJEF
TQSFBE QPQVMBSJUZ JO UIF CJPQIZTJDBM TDJFODFT XJUI $( NPEFMT
TVDDFTTGVMMZ BQQMJFE UP UIF JOWFTUJHBUJPO PG QSPDFTTFT SFMBUFE UP
WJSBM CVEEJOH TVDI BT WFTJDMF CVEEJOH CZ BOUJNJDSPCJBM QFQUJEFT
	
 WJSBM QSPUFJOT BOE DBQTJET 	
 EZOBNJO DPOTUSJDUJPO 	

BOE OBOPQBSUJDMF FOEPDZUPTJT 	
 *O PVS TJNVMBUJPOT UIFP
SFUJDBM BT XFMM BT FYQFSJNFOUBM DPOTUSBJOUT BSF UBLFO JOUP BDDPVOU
UP FOTVSF UIBU UIF TZTUFN TUVEJFE QSFTFOUT B DMPTF DPSSFTQPOEFODF
XJUI CJPMPHJDBM SFBMJUZ 0VS SFTVMUBOU $( NPEFM BOE TJNVMBUJPOT
BSF UIFSFGPSF WBMJEBUFE CZ DPNQBSJTPO UP FYQFSJNFOUBM PCTFSWB
UJPOT BOE VTFE UP JMMVNJOBUF NPMFDVMBS EFUBJMT PG UIF CVEEJOH
QSPDFTT BOE QSPEVDF NFBOJOHGVM QSFEJDUJPOT
** 3&46-54
5IF ESJWJOH GPSDF GPS . DMVTUFS GPSNBUJPO JT FOUSPQJD JO
OBUVSF BOE EJDUBUFE CZ NFNCSBOF MJQJE QSPQFSUJFT
5IF BHHSFHBUJPO CFIBWJPS PG UIF . QSPUFJO XBT JOWFTUJHBUFE
JO MJQJE NFNCSBOFT PG QVSF BOE NJYFE DPNQPTJUJPO XJUI WBSZJOH
MJQJE GMFYJCJMJUJFT SBOHJOH GSPN TPGUˢ UP TUJGGˢ $IFNJDBMMZ UIF
TPGUˢ MJQJET SFQSFTFOU UIF DPMMFDUJWF CFIBWJPS PG IJHIMZ GMFYJCMF
VOTBUVSBUFE GBUUZ BDJE DIBJO QIPTQIPMJQJET JO B MJRVJEEJTPSEFSFE
TFUUJOH XIFSFBT TUJGGˢ MJQJET SFQSFTFOU B MPDBMMZ SJHJE DPNQPTJUJPO
PG TBUVSBUFE GBUUZ BDJE DIBJO QIPTQIPMJQJET TUFSPMT TQIJOHPMJQJET
FUD $IBOHJOH UIF GMFYJCJMJUZ PG UIF JOEJWJEVBM MJQJET XJMM DIBOHF UIF
NFNCSBOF NFDIBOJDBM QSPQFSUJFT JO HFOFSBM
3IGNIlCANCE
&OR INmUENZA VIRUS TO RELEASE FROM THE INFECTED HOST CELL CON
TROLLED VIRAL BUDDING MUST lNALIZE WITH MEMBRANE SCISSION OF
THE VIRAL ENVELOPE #URIOUSLY INmUENZA CARRIES ITS OWN PROTEIN
- WHICH CAN SEVER THE MEMBRANE OF THE CONSTRICTED BUDDING
NECK (ERE WE ELUCIDATE THE PHYSICAL MECHANISM OF CLUSTERING
AND SPATIAL LOCALIZATION OF THE - SCISSION PROTEINS THROUGH A
COMBINED COMPUTATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH /UR RE
SULTS PROVIDE FUNDAMENTAL INSIGHTS INTO HOW- CLUSTERING AND
LOCALIZATION INTERPLAYS WITH MEMBRANE CURVATURE MEMBRANE
LATERAL STRESSES AND LIPID BILAYER PHASE BEHAVIOR DURING VIRAL
BUDDING IN ORDER TO CONTRIBUTE TO VIRION RELEASE











































































































































&IG  ,EFT 4HE TRANSMEMBRANE - PROTEIN IN AN ALLATOM SIMULATION OF
A MODEL BIOLOGICAL MEMBRANE 4HE PROTEIN IS SHOWN AS PURPLE RIBBONS
WITH MEMBRANE LIPIDS AS STICKS CARBONS ARE GREEN HYDROGENS OMITTED	
0HYSIOLOGICAL SALINE IS DEPICTED AS TRANSLUCENT BLOBS mANKING THE MEMBRANE
2IGHT 4HE CORRESPONDING COARSEGRAINED REPRESENTATION OF THE SAME SYSTEM
4HE PROTEIN IS DEPICTED IN PURPLE AND THE MEMBRANE LIPIDS AS WHITE AND
GREEN FOR INTERFACIAL BEADS AND TAIL BEADS RESPECTIVELY	 - HAS A DISTINCT
CONICAL OR ಯWEDGEರ	 DOMAIN TOPOLOGY WITH SIGNIlCANT SPLAY AS INDICATED BY
THE DASHED LINE
&IG  4HE ESTIMATED PROTEINPROTEIN POTENTIAL OF MEAN FORCE FOR BILAYER
COMPOSITIONS OF VARYING LIPID mEXIBILITIES RANGING FROM SOFTˢ TO STIFFˢ -
CLUSTERING AS ACCENTUATED IN BILAYERS WITH STIFF LIPIDS IS DRIVEN BY AN ENTROPIC
FORCE THAT CAN BE SUPPRESSED BY RAISING THE TEMPERATURE OF THE SYSTEM
COMPARE THE SIMULATIONS OF - IN STIFFˢ AT + AND + ದ BLUE AND
RED lLLED CIRCLES RESPECTIVELY	 %RROR BARS INDICATE THE UNBIASED STANDARD
DEVIATION IN EACH  NM BIN FROM THREE INDEPENDENT RUNS )NSETS 3NAPSHOTS
FROM TWO OF THE SIMULATIONS SHOWING CLUSTERING IN THE SYSTEMWITH THE STIFFˢ
LIPIDS	 AND NO CLUSTERING IN THE SYSTEM WITH THE SOFTˢ LIPIDS	 RESPECTIVELY
5IF EZOBNJDT PG . 	'JH 
 JO UIF GMBU UFOTJPOMFTT NFNCSBOF
DPOTJTUJOH TPMFMZ PG TPGUˢ MJQJET BSF HPWFSOFE CZ OPSNBM EJGGVTJWF
NPUJPO "U IJHIFS . DPODFOUSBUJPOT UIJT OBUVSBMMZ USBOTJUJPOT
JOUP UIF TVCEJGGVTJWF SFHJNF CFDBVTF XIFO FNCFEEFE JO UIF
TPGUˢ NFNCSBOF UIF QSPUFJOT EP OPU DMVTUFS CVU SBUIFS ಯCPVODF
PGGರ POF BOPUIFS 5IF ESJWJOH GPSDF GPS QSPUFJO DMVTUFSJOH VOEFS
UIFTF DJSDVNTUBODFT JT XFBLFS UIBU UIFSNBM GMVDUVBUJPOT BU SPPN
UFNQFSBUVSF 	L#5
 BT TIPXO JO 'JH  )PXFWFS XIFO $( .
JT QMBDFE JOUP B NFNCSBOF DPOTJTUJOH PG UIF TUJGGFS MJQJET TUBCMF
QSPUFJO DMVTUFST TQPOUBOFPVTMZ FNFSHF 8F OPUF UIBU TVDI DMVTUFS
GPSNBUJPO JT OPU JSSFWFSTJCMF BOE UIF EZOBNJDBM GPSNBUJPO BOE
SFGPSNBUJPO PG DMVTUFST JOEJDBUF UIBU XF BSF JOEFFE QSPCJOH USVF
FRVJMJCSJVN CFIBWJPS SBUIFS UIBO NFSFMZ PCTFSWJOH LJOFUJDBMMZ
USBQQFE JOUFSNFEJBUFT 5IF MJGFUJNF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG B QSPUFJO
QSPUFJO DPOUBDUT BQQBSFOUMZ GPMMPXT B QPXFS MBX EFDBZ XJUI BO FY
&IG  #URVATURESENSING CAPABILITIES OF - PROTEINS IN ACTIVELY DEFORMED
MEMBRANES WITH AND WITHOUT 'AUSSIAN CURVATURE ,EFT PANELS 3AMPLED
PROTEIN DENSITY TOP	 IN A BUCKLEDMEMBRANE !LL PROTEINS LINE UP IN THEMAXI
MUM 	 CURVATUREMANIFOLD CONSISTENT WITH THE CONICAL DOMAIN SHAPE 2IGHT
PANELS 0ROTEIN DENSITY TOP	 IN A MEMBRANE PATCH WITH 'AUSSIAN CURVATURE
	  NEGATIVE 'AUSSIAN CURVATURE REGION 	 AND 	  POSITIVE 'AUSSIAN
CURVATURE CONSISTENT AND INCONSISTENT WITH THE CONICAL - SPLAY RESPECTIVELY
4HE BORDERING LINES IN THE LOWER PANELS INDICATE THEMEMBRANE HEIGHT PROlLE
ALONG THE CORRESPONDING CROSSSECTIONAL CUT )MPOSED CURVATURE ALONG THE
RELEVANT PRINCIPAL AXES	 IS EQUIVALENT TO THAT OF THE SMALL	 BUDDINGNECK
DIAMETER DNM ̕2NMNM	
QPOFOU PG BOE QSPUFJOQSPUFJO DPOUBDU MJGFUJNFT BSF UIFSF
GPSF QSFEJDUFE UP CF TDBMF GSFF XJUI OP BTTPDJBUFE DIBSBDUFSJTUJD
UJNFTDBMF
1SPUFJO DMVTUFST XJMM EJTBTTFNCMF JG UIF UFNQFSBUVSF JT JO
DSFBTFE DPOTJTUFOU XJUI BO FOUSPQJDNFDIBOJTN PG DMVTUFSJOH 	'JH

 UIF FGGFDUJWF BUUSBDUJPO CFUXFFO QSPUFJOT 	BU B GJYFE DPODFO
USBUJPO
 SFBEJMZ SFWFBMT UIBU BOZ NFNCSBOFNFEJBUFE DMVTUFSJOH
PCTFSWFE JO UIF TUJGGˢ NFNCSBOF JT TVQQSFTTFE VQPO SBJTJOH UIF
UFNQFSBUVSF PG UIF TZTUFN "T PVS $( NPEFM EPFT OPU JODMVEF
BOZ FYQMJDJU QSPUFJOQSPUFJO BUUSBDUJPOT CFZPOE UIF SFOPSNBMJ[FE
IZESPQIPCJD FGGFDU JOIFSFOU UP UIF #1# NPEFM UIJT JNQMJFT UIBU
UIF FOUSPQJD NFDIBOJTN GPS QSPUFJO DMVTUFSJOH FNFSHFT GSPN UIF
BDUJPOT PG UIF MJQJET JO UIF CJMBZFS NFNCSBOF
" TZTUFN DPOTJTUJOH PG B SBUJP NJYUVSF CFUXFFO TPGUˢ
BOE TUJGGˢ MJQJET NJYFEˢˢ XBT OPU GPVOE UP GBDJMJUBUF QSPUFJO
DMVTUFSJOH EFTQJUF B SFEVDUJPO JO UIF FGGFDUJWF QPUFOUJBM SFQVMTJPO
DPNQBSFE UP B NFNCSBOF DPOTJTUJOH POMZ PG TPGUˢ MJQJET 	'JH 

. QSPUFJOT XJMM TPSU JO DVSWFE NFNCSBOFT XJUI BOE XJUIPVU
(BVTTJBO DVSWBUVSF
$MVTUFSJOH PG UIF. QSPUFJO JT OPU MPDBMJ[FE UP TQFDJGJD TQBUJBM
SFHJPOT PG RVBTJQMBOBS NFNCSBOFT 8IFO TJHOJGJDBOU NFNCSBOF
DVSWBUVSF JT QSFTFOU IPXFWFS UIJT TJUVBUJPO DIBOHFT CFDBVTF
B DVSWFE CJMBZFS NFNCSBOF FYQFSJFODFT B DPNQSFTTJPO PG UIF
ಯJOOFSರ 	NPTU IJHIMZ DVSWFE
 MFBGMFU BOE UFOTJPO PG UIF ಯPVUFSರ
MFBGMFU BSPVOE QJWPUBM QMBOF "MUIPVHI. DBO SFEVDF UFOTJMF BOE
DPNQSFTTJWF TUSFTTFT JO UIF CJMBZFS EVF UP JUT DPOJDBM 	PS ಯXFEHFರ

EPNBJO TIBQF XJUI TJHOJGJDBOU TQMBZ TVCTUBOUJBM QSPUFJO MPDBM
J[BUJPO JT FOUSPQJDBMMZ EJTGBWPSFE 0VS TJNVMBUJPOT TVHHFTU UIBU
UIF GPSNFS FGGFDU EPNJOBUFT UIF MBUUFS FWFO GPS NPEFTU JNQPTFE
DVSWBUVSFT GPS CPUI (BVTTJBO BOE OPO(BVTTJBO DVSWBUVSFT 	'JH

 5IF . EJTUSJCVUJPOT TIPXO JO 'JH  BSF SFQSFTFOUBUJWF GPS











































































































































&IG  0ANEL ! - IN A PLANAR BILAYER THAT IS EXPOSED TO A CONSTANT EXTERNAL
COMPRESSIVE STRESS 4OP XY	PLANE PROJECTED AREA PER LIPID IN THE SIMULATION
BOX 4HREE TIME BLOCKS ARE DElNED FOR FURTHER ANALYSIS ) )) AND ))) "OTTOM
4OP VIEW OF PROTEIN TRACER LINES SHOW HOW PROTEINS GRADUALLY COME TOGETHER
IN THE THREE TIME BLOCKS ) )) AND )))	 0ANEL " &INAL TOP VIEW AND SIDE
VIEW SNAPSHOTS AFTER THE MEMBRANE SIGNIlCANTLY DEVIATES FROM PLANARITY AT
4-˱ 2ED ARROWS INDICATE THE ANALOGY WITH THE IN VITRO SYSTEM 0ANEL
# -$#+ CELLS WERE INFECTED WITH  PFUCELL OF !5DORN FOR  HOURS
BEFORE lXATION IMMUNOGOLD LABELING OF - THIN SECTIONING AND ANALYSIS
BY ELECTRON MICROSCOPY 3CALE BAR INDICATES  NM
SFMFWBOU DVSWBUVSFT GPS UIF CVEEJOH JOGMVFO[B WJSVT 	SBOHJOH GSPN
UIF WJSVT EJBNFUFS  UP UIF EJBNFUFS PG UIF BSSFTUFE
BOE DPOTUSJDUFE CVEEJOH OFDL JO .EFMFUFE WJSVTFT 

IPXFWFS UP GBDJMJUBUF DPOWFSHFODF JO UIF TJNVMBUJPO XF IBWF DIP
TFO UP JNQPTF DVSWBUVSFT BMPOH UIF SFMFWBOU QSJODJQBM BYFT FRVJW
BMFOU UP UIBU PG UIF 	TNBMM
 CVEEJOHOFDL EJBNFUFS 	 

8F GJOE UIBU GPS B NFNCSBOF XJUI
B TUBCMF TJOVTPJEBM CVDLMF UIF .T BMJHO XJUI UIF JOXBSECFOEJOH
WBMMFZ 	'JH  MFGU UPQ WJFX TFFO GSPN UIF FYUSBDFMMVMBS TJEF PG
UIF NFNCSBOF
 XIJDI XF EFGJOF UP CF QPTJUJWF DVSWBUVSF 8F
PCTFSWF FTTFOUJBMMZ OP. QSPUFJO JO GMBU SFHJPOT PG UIFNFNCSBOF
VTJOH USBKFDUPSZBWFSBHFE . EFOTJUZ QMPUT 	'JH " UPQ QBOFM

8F OPUF UIBU QSPUFJOT DBO PO PDDBTJPO CFDPNF USBQQFE JO UIF
OFHBUJWFTJHOFE QFBL PG UIF CVDLMFE NFNCSBOF JO BO BQQBSFOUMZ
NFUBTUBCMF TUBUF
5IF DPSSFTQPOEJOH QJDUVSF JO B NFNCSBOF XJUI OPO[FSP
(BVTTJBO DVSWBUVSF DBO CF TFFO JO 'JH # *U JT BHBJO DMFBS
DVSWBUVSF TPSUT UIF QSPUFJO JOUP NFNCSBOF SFHJPOT XIFSF JUT QSFT
FODF DBO SFEVDF MPDBM TUSFTTFT . JT GPVOE JO QPTJUJWF DVSWBUVSF
SFHJPOT 	BDDPSEJOH UP PVS TJHO DPOWFOUJPO
 XJUI UIF NPTU QPQV
MBUFE SFHJPOXIFSF CPUI QSJODJQBM DVSWBUVSFT BSF QPTJUJWF EFOPUFE
ಯ	
ರ "T TFFO XJUI UIF CVDLMFE TZTUFN OFHBUJWF DVSWBUVSFT BQ
QFBS UP QSPWJEF B NFUBTUBCMF QSPUFJO MPDBUJPO 'JOBMMZ XF PCTFSWF
JO UIF DFOUSBM TBEEMF QPJOU B EJTUJODU SFHJPO PG OFHBUJWF (BVTTJBO
DVSWBUVSF EFOPUFE ಯ	
ರ XIFSF OP TJHOJGJDBOU QSPUFJO EFOTJUZ
JT SFDPSEFE 5IF SFMBUJWF . QPQVMBUJPOT CFUXFFO UIF SFHJPO
BSPVOE UIF DFOUSBM TBEEMF QPJOU BOE QMBOBS SFHJPOT BT XFMM BT UIF
ಯ	
ರTJHOFE SFHJPO BSF CPUI PG TQFDJBM JOUFSFTU UIF GPSNFS XJMM
SFWFBM IPX . JT EJTUSJCVUFE 	EVF UP DVSWBUVSF FGGFDUT
 CFUXFFO
UIF OFDL SFHJPO BOE UIF DFMM QMBTNBNFNCSBOF SFTFSWPJS XIJMF UIF
&IG  ,INACTANT PROPERTY OF- UNDER LIPIDPHASESEPARATED CONDITIONS FROM
SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT 0ANEL ! $ENSITY MAP OF - POSITIONS AVERAGED
OVER THREE INDEPENDENT TRAJECTORIES 0ANEL " 2EPRESENTATIVE CONFOCAL IMAGE
OF A PHASESEPARATED '56 CONTAINING A mUORESCENT MARKER FOR THE ,D PHASE
GREEN	 FOLLOWING  HOUR TREATMENT WITH  M- OF THE -!(4-2 PEPTIDE
RED	 FOR  HOUR 3CALE BAR INDICATES  ˩M )MAGES HAVE BEEN REANALYZED
FROM THE RAW DATA ORIGINALLY PRESENTED IN REF 	 4HE HISTOGRAMS SHOW
INTENSITY LINE PROlLES OF THE RELATIVE mUORESCENT INTENSITY OF THE ,D PHASE
MARKER GREEN	 AND THE -!(4-2 PEPTIDE RED	 AROUND THE CIRCUMFERENCE
OF THE '56 0ANEL # 3IMULATION SNAPSHOT TOP VIEW "LUE,O PHASE RED,D
PHASE YELLOW- 0ANEL $ 3IMULATION SNAPSHOT CORRESPONDING TO PANEL #
RENDERED FROM THE SIDE IN THE DIRECTION OF THE WHITE ARROW SHOWN IN PANEL
# .OTICEABLE PACKING DEFECTS AROUND THE PROTEIN IN THE ,O PHASE CAN BE
OBSERVED AT THE PHASE INTERFACE
MBUUFS XJMM SFWFBM IPX . JT EJTUSJCVUFE CFUXFFO UIF IFNJTQIFSF
PG UIF FNFSHJOH CVE BOE UIF OFDL SFHJPO 8F OPUF IPXFWFS
UIBU JO UIF DVSWFE NFNCSBOF TVSGBDF XJUI OPO[FSP (BVTTJBO
DVSWBUVSF 	'JH #
 JU JT IBSE UPNBLF B EJSFDU RVBOUJGJDBUJPO PG UIF
NFOUJPOFE SFMBUJWF QPQVMBUJPOT GSPN PVS VOCJBTFE FRVJMJCSJVN
TJNVMBUJPOT EVF UP UIF QSFTFODF PG UIF IJHIMZ BUUSBDUJWF ಯ	
ರ
CBTJO
*O NFNCSBOFT XJUI FYUFSOBMMZ BQQMJFE DPNQSFTTJWF MBUFSBM
TUSFTTFT . DMVTUFSJOH DBO JOEVDF NFNCSBOF DVSWBUVSF UP MPXFS
UIF GSFF FOFSHZ PG UIF TZTUFN
5IF FOWFMPQF PG B MJWJOH DFMM JT B EZOBNJD PCKFDU SFTQPOEJOH
OPU POMZ UP UIFSNBM GMVDUVBUJPOT CVU BMTP UP NFDIBOJDBM BOE
DIFNJDBM JOGMVFODFT JO UIF TVSSPVOEJOH FOWJSPONFOU TVDI BT TDBG
GPME QSPUFJOT PTNPUJD HSBEJFOUT FUD 5IF FOWFMPQF NFNCSBOF
UIFSFGPSF FYQFSJFODFT UFOTJMF BOE DPNQSFTTJWF MBUFSBM TUSFTTFT
VOEFS TUBOEBSE QIZTJPMPHJDBM DPOEJUJPOT 5IFTF DPOEJUJPOT DBO CF
NJNJDLFE JO PVS TJNVMBUJPOT CZ BQQMZJOH FYUFSOBM TUSFTT UP UIF
TZTUFN UISPVHI UIF CBSPTUBU UP JOWFTUJHBUF UIF FGGFDUT PG MBUFSBM
TUSFTT PO . DMVTUFSJOH BOE NFNCSBOF TIBQF " HFOUMF FYUFSOBM
DPNQSFTTJWF TUSFTT PG XBT BQQMJFE UP UIF DPVQMFE
Y BOE ZEJNFOTJPOT PG B TJNVMBUJPO PG  . QSPUFJOT BOE
XF PCTFSWFE OP EJTDFSOBCMF DIBOHF JO CFIBWJPS DPNQBSFE UP B
UFOTJPOMFTT TZTUFN GPS B SFMBUJWFMZ MPOH UJNF PG ∼ . ˱ 	'JH "
SFHJPO *
 5IF TJ[F PG UIF TJNVMBUJPO CPY XBT FTTFOUJBMMZ DPOTUBOU
GPS UIF GJSTU  . JOUFHSBUJPO TUFQT 	'JH 
 CVU BGUFS UIJT UJNF
. QSPUFJO TMPXMZ MPDBMJ[FE JO DFSUBJO SFHJPOT PG UIF RVBTJQMBOBS
NFNCSBOF QBUDI 	'JH " SFHJPO **
 "GUFS BSPVOE ∼ . ˱ B
MBSHF QSPUFJO DMVTUFS OVDMFBUFT 	'JH " SFHJPO *** BOE 'JH #
UPQ WJFX
 XJUI DPODVSSFOUNFNCSBOF DVSWBUVSF PCTFSWFE 	TFF 'JH
# BOE DPNNFOTVSBUF DIBOHFT JO UIF QSPKFDUFE BSFB QFS MJQJE JO
'JH " SFHJPO ***
 5IJT SFTVMU JT JO EJSFDU DPSSFTQPOEFODF XJUI
JO WJUSP PCTFSWBUJPOT PG . DMVTUFST JO UIF UIJO OFDLT PG CVEEJOH
WJSVTFT 	'JH $
 XIFSF UIF DFMM NFNCSBOF JT MBUFSBMMZ TUSFTTFE











































































































































&IG  &RACTIONAL ENRICHMENT OF SOFTˢ LIPIDS TO STIFFˢ LIPIDS IN A MIXEDˢˢ
LIPID BILAYER MEMBRANE AS IT APPROACHES ITS PHASESEPARATION DEMIXING	 CRIT
ICAL POINT 4HIS IS ACHIEVED BY DECREASING THE COHESION CROSSTERM INTERACTION
BETWEEN THE TWO LIPID SPECIES OF THE MIXTURE 4HE CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH ˨
ASSOCIATED WITH THE SOFTˢ LIPID ENRICHMENT IS ESTIMATED BY A NONLINEAR CURVE
lTTING OF THE FRACTIONAL ENRICHMENT TO A SINGLE EXPONENTIAL DECAY OF THE FORM
FX	  # 
 EXPX˨	   THE lTS ARE SHOWN AS DASHED LINES	 OVER THE ENTIRE
RANGEWITHIN NM 3CALING FACTORS LESS THAN  COULD NOT BE CONVINCINGLY lT
TO THIS FORM %RROR BARS IN THE HISTOGRAM SHOW STANDARD DEVIATION ESTIMATED
FROM BLOCK ANALYSIS OF THE TRAJECTORIES .OTICE HOW EVEN AT ˁ THERE IS A
CHARACTERISTIC CORRELATION LENGTH GREATER THAN ZERO SHOWING THAT THE LIPIDS ARE
NONIDEALLY MIXED AROUND THE PROTEIN )NSETS 3NAPSHOTS FROM THE SIMULATIONS
CORRESPONDING TO ˁ>  =
&IG  $IFFERENCE IN NEMATIC ORDER PARAMETER OF THE LIPID TERMINI ˂3#'#'
AT A GIVEN DISTANCE FROM - AS COMPARED WITH THE VALUE IN THE BULK IN
INlNITE SEPARATION FROM THE PROTEIN	 4HE DISTANCE OVER WHICH LIPID ORDER
PARAMETERS ARE AFFECTED IS WITHIN  NM AND NO LONGERRANGED EFFECTS ARE
OBSERVED $ATA IS SHOWN FOR THEMIXEDˢˢ LIPID BILAYER WITHOUT THE DEMIXING
TERM ˁ	 %RROR BARS INDICATE THE UNBIASED STANDARD DEVIATION IN EACH 
NM BIN FROM THREE INDEPENDENT RUNS )NSET :OOMED VIEW OF THE MINIMUM
WELL 3AME UNITS AS MAIN PLOT ! SCHEMATIC DRAWING OF A MEMBRANE LIPID
IS SHOWN ON THE RIGHT WITH THE NEMATIC DIRECTOR D BEING EQUAL TO THE
MEMBRANE NORMAL
&IG  3CHEMATIC DRAWING OF THE PROPOSED MODEL THE ROLE OF - IN INmUENZA
BUDDING 4HE ENTROPIC - DRIVING FORCES AS ELUCIDATED BY OUR SIMULATION
RESULTS ARE DRAWN WITH ARROWS BROWN	 #ONTRIBUTING FACTORS INCLUDE PARTIAL
EXCLUSION OF - FROM SPATIAL REGIONS WHERE THE MEMBRANE IS RICH IN STIFF
LIPIDS DUE TO ITS LINACTANT BEHAVIOR	 SUCH AS THE UPPER HEMISPHERE BLUE
REGION	 THAT WILL EVENTUALLY BECOME THE MATURE VIRUS ENVELOPE AND EFFECTIVE
COLOCALIZATION BETWEEN - AND SOFT LIPIDS PRESENT IN THE NECK REGION OF THE
BUD RED REGION	 DUE TO ENTROPIC AND SHAPE EFFECTS 3IGN CONVENTION USED FOR
CURVATURES ̕	 ARE LABELED ACCORDING TO REGION
5IF DBMDVMBUFE TVSGBDF UFOTJPO GSPN UIF FYUFSOBMMZ BQQMJFE
DPNQSFTTJPO BNPVOUT UP WBMVF PG  )PXFWFS XF
OPUF UIBU QSFTTVSFT DBMDVMBUFE JO $( TJNVMBUJPOT BSF TVCKFDU UP
GVOEBNFOUBM JOUFSQSFUBUJPO JTTVFT 	
 BOE TP UIJT WBMVF TIPVME
CF DPOTJEFSFE RVBMJUBUJWF SBUIFS UIBO GVMMZ RVBOUJUBUJWF
. EJTQMBZT MJOBDUBOU QSPQFSUJFT JO NFNCSBOFT XJUI MJRVJE
EJTPSEFSFEMJRVJEPSEFSFE 	-E-P
 QIBTF TFQBSBUJPO
5IF FYDMVTJPO PG . GSPN UIF -P QIBTF JO B QIBTFTFQBSBUFE
(67 QSPWJEFT B LFZ JOTJHIU JOUP UIF NFDIBOJTN PG QSPUFJO
MPDBMJ[BUJPO GPS NJYFEDPNQPTJUJPO NFNCSBOFT 'VSUIFSNPSF
3PTTNBO FU BM 	
 EFNPOTUSBUFE UIBU .") EJTQMBZT MJOBDUBOU
QSPQFSUJFT BOE UIJT BQQFBST UP CF B RVJUF HFOFSBM CFIBWJPS GPS
USBOTNFNCSBOF QSPUFJOT 	
 8F FYBNJOFE UIJT FGGFDU JO TJNVMB
UJPOT VTJOH B NJYFEˢˢ DPNQPTJUJPO MJQJE CJMBZFS BOE JOUSPEVDFE
QIBTF TFQBSBUJPO CZ XFBLFOJOH UIF DSPTT JOUFSBDUJPO CFUXFFO
TPGUˢ BOE TUJGGˢ MJQJET 5IJT HJWFT SJTF UP UIF SFMBUJWF QSPUFJO
EJTUSJCVUJPOT JO UIF -E QIBTF -P QIBTF BOE UIFJS JOUFSGBDF BT
TIPXO CZ UIF EFOTJUZ QMPUT JO 'JH " *U JT FWJEFOU UIBU .
JT DPNQMFUFMZ FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF -P QIBTF JT GSFFMZ EJGGVTJOH
JO UIF -E QIBTF BOE JT TMJHIUMZ PWFSSFQSFTFOUFE BU UIF -E-P
JOUFSGBDF ದ FYBDUMZ BT JOEJDBUFE CZ GMVPSFTDFOUMZMBCFMFE QFQUJEF
DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UIF BNQIJQBUIJD IFMJY 	")
 SFHJPO PG . XIFO
JODVCBUFE XJUI QIBTFTFQBSBUFE (67T 	'JH #
 	
 "OBMZTJT PG
UIF SFMBUJWF GMVPSFTDFOU JOUFOTJUJFT BMPOH UIF (67 DJSDVNGFSFODF
TIPXT FYDMVTJPO PG .") QFQUJEF GSPN UIF -P QIBTF XJUI .")
DPODFOUSBUJPO BU UIF QIBTF CPVOEBSZ TJNJMBSMZ UP UIBU PCTFSWFE JO
PVS $( TJNVMBUJPOT 	'JH " BOE #

8F UIFSFGPSF QSPQPTF UIBU UIF NFDIBOJTN GPS .ಬT MJOBDUBOU
CFIBWJPS JT FOUSPQJD EFQMFUJPO . JT FYDMVEFE GSPN UIF -P QIBTF
BT UIPTF MJQJET BSF UPP TUJGG UP QBDL FGGJDJFOUMZ BSPVOE UIF QSPUFJO
SFTVMUJOH JO UIF GBWPSBCMF FYDMVTJPO PG . QSPUFJO GSPN UIBU
QIBTF 5IJT FGGFDU JT DMFBSMZ WJTJCMF JO B TJNVMBUJPO TOBQTIPU PG
. BU UIF QIBTF JOUFSGBDF 	'JH $ BSSPX
 XIFSF B TJEF WJFX
	'JH %
 SFWFBMT QBDLJOH EFGFDUT PG UIF TUJGGˢ MJQJET 	DPMPSFE
CMVF
 JO UIF DZUPTPMJD MFBGMFU 	CPUUPN
 BSPVOE UIF QSPUFJO 0OF
XBZ PG BOBMZ[JOH UIF CJMBZFS TUSVDUVSBM EFGFDUT BOE SFPSEFSJOH
PG MJQJET BSPVOE . JO UIF TJNVMBUJPOT JT CZ DPNQBSJOH SBEJBM
EJTUSJCVUJPO GVODUJPOT 	3%'T












































































































































 *OTQFDUJPO PG UIFTF 3%'T TIPX UIBU XIJMF
PWFSBMM OVNCFS EFOTJUZ PG IZESPQIPCJD MJQJE CFBET BSPVOE UIF
IZESPQIPCJD USBOTNFNCSBOF SFHJPO PG . BQQFBST DPOTFSWFE
UIFSF JT B EJGGFSFODF JO UIF SFMBUJWF QPQVMBUJPOT PG MJQJET JO UIF
SFHJPO DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UIF GJSTU ಯTPMWBUJPOರ TIFMM 	 

BSPVOE UIF QSPUFJO BOE UIJT EJGGFSFODF JT BDDFOUVBUFE CZ JO
DSFBTJOH MJQJE NJYJOH OPOJEFBMJUZ 	JF VQPO BQQSPBDIJOH UIF
EFNJYJOH DSJUJDBM QPJOU
 	4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4 FH DPNQBSF UIF
5"*-.5"*--*14PGU BOE 5"*-.5"*--*14UJGG 3%'T GPS
BOE 

5IFSF FYJTUT B DIBSBDUFSJTUJD DPSSFMBUJPO MFOHUI PG TPGUˢ MJQJE
FOSJDINFOU PG . JO NJYFE DPNQPOFOU CJMBZFST UIBU JODSFBTFT
MJOFBSMZ UPXBSE UIF DSJUJDBM QPJOU PG QIBTFTFQBSBUJPO
5IF TBNF QIZTJDT HPWFSOJOH . QSPUFJO DMVTUFSJOH JO TUJGGˢ
MJQJENFNCSBOFT BOE MJOBDUBOU QSPQFSUZ JO QIBTFTFQBSBUFE TPGUˢ
TUJGGˢ MJQJE NFNCSBOFT HJWFT SJTF UP B TQBUJBM DPSSFMBUJPO MFOHUI
XIFSFJO TPGUˢ MJQJET BSF FOSJDIFE BSPVOE UIF . QSPUFJO 5IJT
FGGFDU DBO CF RVBOUJGJFE CZ UIF GSBDUJPOBM FOSJDINFOU  PG TPGUˢ
WFSTVT TUJGGˢ MJQJET BSPVOE FBDI QSPUFJO 	'JH 
 5IF GSBDUJPOBM
FOSJDINFOU IBT FYQPOFOUJBM EFDBZ BOE UIF DPSSFMBUJPO MFOHUI
 DBO CF SFUSJFWFE CZ GJUUJOH UP UIF BQQSPQSJBUF FYQPOFOUJBM
EFDBZ GVODUJPO 5IFTF SFTVMUT TIPX UIBU UIF MJQJET TVSSPVOEJOH UIF
QSPUFJO DMFBSMZ EFWJBUF GSPN JEFBM NJYJOH 	JF 
 *OTUFBE UIF
TPGUˢ MJQJET QBDL QSFGFSFOUJBMMZ BSPVOE UIF QSPUFJO FWFO XIFO OP
FOUIBMQJD EJTDSJNJOBUJPO FYJTUT GPS UIF MJQJEMJQJE BOE MJQJEQSPUFJO
JOUFSBDUJPOT 	JF 
 5IF USFOE XF PCTFSWF QSFEJDUT UIBU BQ
QSPBDIJOH UIF QIBTFTFQBSBUJPO DSJUJDBM QPJOU PG UIF MJQJE NJYUVSF
XJMM QSPEVDF BO BQQSPYJNBUF MJOFBS JODSFBTF JO UIF DIBSBDUFSJTUJD
DPSSFMBUJPO MFOHUI
#PUI TPGUˢ MJQJET BOE TUJGGˢ MJQJET JO NJYFEˢˢ CJMBZFS
NFNCSBOFT BSF MPDBMMZ TPGUFOFE BSPVOE UIF. QSPUFJO XJUI BOE
XJUIPVU FGGFDUJWF QIBTF TFQBSBUJPO
5IF JODPSQPSBUJPO PG USBOTNFNCSBOF QSPUFJOT PS PUIFS NFN
CSBOF JODMVTJPOT XJMM HFOFSBMMZ BGGFDU MPDBM MJQJE QSPQFSUJFT JO
QBSUJDVMBS UIF OFNBUJD PSEFS 8F GJOE DMFBS FWJEFODF UIBU CPUI
TPGUˢ BOE TUJGGˢ MJQJET FYQFSJFODF MPXFS BWFSBHF OFNBUJD PSEFS
QBSBNFUFST BT NFBTVSFE GSPN UFSNJOJ IZESPQIPCJD HSPVQT 	'JH

 5IJT MJQJE TPGUFOJOH FYUFOET PVU UP ∼    ON BOE DBO
UIFSFGPSF FYUFOE CFZPOE UIF SBOHF PG UIF GSBDUJPOBM DPNQPOFOU
FOSJDINFOU JO NJYFE CJMBZFST 	 ದ  ON 'JH 
 8F QSFEJDU UIBU
UIJT CFIBWJPS IBT MJUUMF PS OP EFQFOEFODF PO UIF FGGFDUJWF ESJWJOH
GPSDFT PG QIBTF TFQBSBUJPO CBTFE PO JEFOUJDBM SFTVMUT 	XJUIJO DBM
DVMBUFE FSSPS
 GPS TJNVMBUJPOT BQQSPBDIJOH UIF EFNJYJOH DSJUJDBM
QPJOU 
*** %*4$644*0/
$( NPEFM BOE DPSSFTQPOEFODF XJUI JO WJWP BOE JO WJUSP TZT
UFNT
0VS $( NPEFM PG . JT EFMJCFSBUFMZ HFOFSJD BOE UIFSFGPSF
JUT QIZTJDBM NBOJGFTUBUJPOT BSF JO QSJODJQMF BQQMJDBCMF UP PUIFS
USBOTNFNCSBOF QSPUFJOT VOEFS TJNJMBS DPOEJUJPOT 8IJMF SFDFOU
BEWBODFT IBWF CFFO NBEF JO UIF TUVEZ PG NPEFM JOGMVFO[B WJSJPOT
VTJOH IJHIFS SFTPMVUJPO CVU TUJMM BSHVBCMZ BE IPD $( NPEFMT 	

UIFTF NPEFMT SFNBJO UPP DPNQVUBUJPOBMMZ FYQFOTJWF GPS FYUFOTJWF
FMBCPSBUJPOT EVF UP UIF MBSHF OVNCFS PG EFHSFFT PG GSFFEPN BOE
MPOH UJNF TDBMFT SFRVJSFE GPS UIF SFMBYBUJPO BOE BEFRVBUF TBN
QMJOH PGNBOZ JNQPSUBOU QSPDFTTFT 	NJMMJTFDPOET UP IPVST
 5P FN
QIBTJ[F UIJT QPJOU DPOTJEFS UIBU UIF TUBUFPGUIFBSU TPGUXBSF BOE
IBSEXBSF VTFE OPXBEBZT GPS CJPNPMFDVMBS TJNVMBUJPO UZQJDBMMZ JT
MJNJUFE JO QSBDUJDF UP TJNVMBUJPO UJNFT PG UFOT PG NJDSPTFDPOET
BOE POMZ GPS TNBMM TZTUFN TJ[FT 0VS BQQSPBDI DJSDVNWFOUT UIJT
CPUUMFOFDL CZ JOUFHSBUJOH PVU 	JF DPBSTFHSBJOJOH
 EFHSFFT PG
GSFFEPN UIBU DBO CF BTTVNFE UP CF MFTT SFMFWBOU GPS UIF HFOFSJD
CFIBWJPS BOE XF BEEJUJPOBMMZ CFOFGJU GPS BDDFMFSBUFE EZOBNJDT JO
UIF SFTVMUJOHNVDI ಯTNPPUIFSರ BOE MPXFS EJNFOTJPOBM GSFFFOFSHZ
MBOETDBQF
/FDFTTBSJMZ PVS TJNQMFS $( NPEFM DPNFT XJUI JUT PXO TFU
PG JOUFSQSFUBUJPO DIBMMFOHFT UIBU TIPVME OPX CF BEESFTTFE *O
QBSUJDVMBS UIF MJQJE NPEFM FNQMPZFE JO UIJT TUVEZ TIPVME CF
EJTDVTTFE JO UIF DPOUFYU PG UIF MJQJET UZQJDBM UP DFMM NFNCSBOFT BOE
FOWFMPQFE WJSBM QBSUJDMFT . XBT QSFWJPVTMZ TIPXO UP QMBZ B SPMF
JO UIF &4$35JOEFQFOEFOU NFNCSBOF FOWFMPQF TDJTTJPO JO WJSBM
SFMFBTF GSPN B IPTU DFMM 	
 BOE DFSUBJO NPMFDVMBS TQFDJFT TVDI
BT DIPMFTUFSPM IBWF CFFO JNQMJDBUFE JO .EFQFOEFOU GVODUJPO
	
 5IF IZESPDBSCPO SJOHT JO DIPMFTUFSPM DPOGFS SJHJEJUZ UP
UIF NPMFDVMF 	
 BOE B DPOOFDUJPO UP DIPMFTUFSPMSJDI NJDSP
OBOPTDBMF TUSVDUVSF JO WJWP PS JO WJUSP DBO UIFSFGPSF CF FTUBCMJTIFE
XJUI PVS TUJGGˢ MJQJET PO UIF CBTJT PG NPMFDVMBS GMFYJCJMJUZ JO UIF
CJMBZFS NBUSJY 	
 8IJMF B TQFDJGJD JOUFSBDUJPO CFUXFFO . BOE
DIPMFTUFSPM IBT CFFO QSPQPTFENFEJBUFE CZ B QVUBUJWF DIPMFTUFSPM
SFDPHOJUJPOJOUFSBDUJPO BNJOP BDJE DPOTFOTVT 	$3"$
 TFRVFODF
SFDFOU TUVEJFT TVHHFTU UIBU UIF BDUVBM BTTPDJBUJPO PG DIPMFTUFSPM
UP . DPVME CF MPDBUFE JO B TQFDJGJDJUZ QPDLFU CFUXFFO POF
BNQIJQBUIJD IFMJY BOE POF USBOTNFNCSBOF EPNBJO IFMJY 	

 0UIFS FWJEFODF DPOUSBEJDUT UIF JEFB . JT BTTPDJBUJOH XJUI
OBOPEPNBJOT 	PS TPDBMMFE ಯSBGUTರ
 	
 BOE UIBU UIF $3"$
TFRVFODF QMBZT B SPMF IFSFJO 	
 /POFUIFMFTT UIF QSFTFODF PG
B NPMFDVMBS TQFDJGJDJUZ QPDLFU PO . UPXBSE DIPMFTUFSPM NJHIU
QSPWJEF HFOFSBM BGGJOJUZ UPXBSE UIF CVEP[POF BSFB 	
 PS JO UIF
MBUFS TUBHF PG CVEEJOH 	
 8IJMF TUSVDUVSBM NPEVMBUPST PG .
	TVDI BT DIPMFTUFSPM
 NJHIU BGGFDU UIF $( NPEFM JG GPS JOTUBODF
DIPMFTUFSPMCJOEJOH BDUJWJUZ DBO DIBOHF UIF BGGJOJUZ PG . UPXBSET
UIF -P CVEP[POF JU BQQFBST UIBU. SFDSVJUNFOU UP UIF CVEP[POF
JT EVF UP JOUFSBDUJPOT XJUI UIF NBUSJY QSPUFJO BOE OPU EVF UP
UIF DIPMFTUFSPMCJOEJOH BDUJWJUJFT *U JT UIFSFGPSF SFBTPOBCMF UP
BTTVNF UIBU PVS $( NPMFDVMBSNFDIBOJDBM NPEFM DBO FMVDJEBUF
LFZ CFIBWJPST PG . CZ DBQUVSJOH UIF EPNJOBOU QIZTJDBM CFIBWJPS
JO NJYFE DPNQPTJUJPO NPEFM CJMBZFST XIFSF FOUSPQZ JT WFSZ JN
QPSUBOU BOE PVS DPODMVTJPOT BSF PG EJSFDU SFMFWBODF UP DFMMVMBS
BOE WJSBM NFNCSBOFT 8JUI UIBU TBJE PVS QSFTFOU XPSL GPDVTFT
PO MJQJE DIBJO GMFYJCJMJUZ BOE OPU PUIFS MJQJE QSPQFSUJFT 	TVDI BT
IFBE HSPVQ DIBSHF BWFSBHF MJQJE TIBQF BCJMJUZ PG MJQJET UP TQMBZ
BOE JOUFSEJHJUBUF
 UIBU NJHIU IBWF B SPMF JO . DMVTUFSJOH BOE
MPDBMJ[BUJPO EVSJOH CVEEJOH
5IF . QSPUFJO DPOTJTUT PG B GPVSIFMJY USBOTNFNCSBOF CVO
EMF 	'JH 
 "U UIF $UFSNJOVT PG FBDI UIFSF JT BO BNQIJQBUIJD
IFMJY 	
 BOE SFDFOU XPSL IBT TIPXO UIBU CPUI. BOE UIF.")
BNQIJQBUIJD QFQUJEF DBO TFSWF UP GBDJMJUBUF CVEEJOH BOE TDJTTJPO
PG GJMBNFOUPVT WJSJPOT 	 
 .PSFPWFS UIF.") QFQUJEF DPO
TUSVDU SFUBJOT TJHOJGJDBOU GVODUJPO JO NFNCSBOF SFNPEFMJOH 	

BOE DVSWBUVSF TFOTJOH 	
 " DPSSFTQPOEFODF CFUXFFONPEFMT PG
UIF GVMMMFOHUI. QSPUFJO UIF. DPOTUSVDU MBDLJOH UIF FYUFOEFE
$UFSNJOBM DZUPQMBTNJD UBJM 	CVU JODMVEJOH UIF ")T
 BOE UIF
.") QFQUJEF JT UIFSFGPSF SFBTPOBCMF JO UIF TUVEZ PG .ಬT SPMF
JO CVEEJOH BOE TDJTTJPO
&OUSPQZESJWFO . DMVTUFSJOH
"O FOUSPQJD ESJWJOH GPSDF GPS . DMVTUFSJOH CBTFE TPMFMZ
PO MJQJE GMFYJCJMJUZ JT FMVDJEBUFE JO UIJT TUVEZ 8F QSPWJEF UIF
NJOJNBM JOUFSBDUJPO CFUXFFO . QSPUFJO BOE MJQJET SFRVJSFE UP
SFDBQJUVMBUF UIF LOPXO TUBCJMJUZ PG . JO MJQJE CJMBZFST JO PSEFS
UP BWPJE UIF QPUFOUJBM FYDFTTJWF QSPUFJOMJQJE JOUFSBDUJPO TUSFOHUIT
VOEVMZ JOGMVFODJOH UIF SFTVMUT SFQPSUFE IFSF $BMDVMBUFE GSFF
FOFSHZ QSPGJMFT DMFBSMZ JOEJDBUF B SBOHF PG MJQJE GMFYJCJMJUJFT CFMPX
XIJDI . XJMM DMVTUFS 	'JH 
 8F SFNBSL UIBU UIJT DMVTUFSJOH
JT DPNQMFUFMZ SFWFSTJCMF BOE EJTUJODU GSPN QSPUFJO BHHSFHBUJPO
5IF MJGFUJNF EJTUSJCVUJPO PG B QSPUFJOQSPUFJO DPOUBDU JO B DMVTUFS
GPMMPXT B QPXFS MBX EFDBZ PG FYQPOFOU  "T B EJSFDU DPO
TFRVFODF DPOUBDU MJGFUJNFT BSF QSFEJDUFE UP CF TDBMF GSFF XJUI OP
BTTPDJBUFE DIBSBDUFSJTUJD UJNFTDBMF 5IJT FGGFDU DBO CF SBUJPOBMJ[FE
CZ TDBMJOH BSHVNFOUT GPS B DPMMPJE EFQMFUJPO NFDIBOJTN 	

XJUI TJNJMBSJUJFT UP OFUXPSL FEHF HSPXUI 	
 'VSUIFSNPSF UIF











































































































































ಯTIBQF FOUSPQZರ JO QBDLJOHT PG GBDFUFE QBSUJDMFT BU EFOTF QBDLJOH
SBUJPT CFMPX UIF KBNNJOH USBOTJUJPO 	

. BOE DVSWBUVSF TPSUJOHJOEVDUJPO
/VDMFBS NBHOFUJD SFTPOBODF UFDIOJRVFT IBWF TIPXO UIBU .
DBO JOEVDF DVSWBUVSF JO NPEFM NFNCSBOFT 	
 *O BEEJUJPO .
DBO TUBCJMJ[F BOE JOEVDF OFHBUJWF (BVTTJBO DVSWBUVSF JO NFN
CSBOF HZSPJE DVCJD QIBTFT 	*BE
 JO B XJEF SBOHF PG QSPUFJOMJQJE
NPMBS SBUJPT 	
 5IFTF PCTFSWBUJPOT BSF FTQFDJBMMZ JOUSJHVJOH
CFDBVTF PG JO WJWP PCTFSWBUJPOT UIBU WJSVTFT MBDLJOH . XJMM TUBMM
JO UIF CVEEJOH QSPDFTT QSJPS UP TDJTTJPO ಯQJODI PGGರ HJWJOH SJTF
UP BSSFTUFE TUSVDUVSFT XJUI IJHIMZ DPOTUSJDUFE CVEEJOH OFDLT PG
OFHBUJWF (BVTTJBO DVSWBUVSF *O MJHIU PG UIJT PVS SFTVMUT DMBSJGZ
UIBU JO GBDU . EPFT OPU TFFN UP IBWF JOUSJOTJD QSFGFSFODF UP TPSU
UP SFHJPOT PG OFHBUJWF (BVTTJBO DVSWBUVSF ದ JOTUFBE UIF QPTJUJWF




*U GVSUIFSNPSF BQQFBST UIBU DFSUBJO QSJODJQBM DVSWBUVSFT EJT
GBWPST . DMVTUFSJOH )PXFWFS EVF UP UIF TUSPOH UFOEFODZ GPS
. UP TFOTF UIF NFNCSBOF DVSWBUVSF SFHJPOT PVUTJEF UIF CBTJOT
PG BUUSBDUJPO NJHIU OPU CF TBNQMFE TVGGJDJFOUMZ UP ESBX TVDI
DPODMVTJPOT *O UIF DPOUFYU PG UIF JOGMVFO[B " WJSVT CVEEJOH OFDL
XF OPUF UIBU DVSWBUVSFT QSFTFOU BSF JO PVS TJHO OPUBUJPO QPTJUJWF
(BVTTJBO ಯ	
ರ DVSWBUVSF JO UIF TQIFSJDBM QBSU PG UIF WJSJPO FO
WFMPQF OFHBUJWF (BVTTJBO ಯ	
ರ DVSWBUVSF JO UIF CVEEJOH OFDL
BOE BQQSPYJNBUFMZ GMBU JO UIF DFMM NFNCSBOF SFTQFDUJWFMZ "OZ
PCTFSWFE MPDBMJ[BUJPO PG . UIF CVEEJOH OFDL JT UIFSFGPSF MJLFMZ
ESJWFO CZ UIF ಯXFEHJOHರ NFDIBOJTN CZ . BMPOH UIF QSJODJQBM
BYJT PSUIPHPOBM UP UIF OFDL DJSDVNGFSFODF XIFSF. DBO ಯXFEHFರ
UIF NFNCSBOF GBWPSBCMZ BOE UIJT TQBUJBM MPDBMJ[BUJPO PG . JT
UIFO BDDPNNPEBUFE CZ UIF GPSNBUJPO PG MPDBM NFNCSBOF QBDLJOH
EFGFDUT BMPOH UIF PUIFS QSJODJQBM BYJT *U JT DPODFJWBCMF UIBU UIJT
FGGFDU DPOUSJCVUFT UP MJOF UFOTJPO JO UIF OFDL BOE UIF TVCTFRVFOU
TDJTTJPO QSPDFTT
5IF JOEVDUJPO PG NFNCSBOF DVSWBUVSF VQPO BEEJOH . JO
NPEFSBUF DPQZ OVNCFS UP B RVBTJQMBOBS NFNCSBOF JT OPU PC
TFSWFE JO PVS NPEFM *OTUFBE MBUFSBM NFNCSBOF DPNQSFTTJWF
TUSFTTFT DBO GPSDF . DMVTUFSJOH 	'JH 
 JO NFNCSBOF DPNQPTJ
UJPOT XIFSF UIJT EPFT OPU PUIFSXJTF PDDVS 	FH JO UIF TJNVMBUJPOT
DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP UIF SFTVMUT TIPXO JO 'JH 
 'PMMPXJOH . DMVT
UFSJOH UIF NFNCSBOF DBO CVDLMF BOE EFWJBUF TJHOJGJDBOUMZ GSPN
QMBOBSJUZ 	'JH 
 EFQFOEJOH PO UIF. DPODFOUSBUJPO BOE UIF BQ
QMJFE NFNCSBOF TUSFTTFT BDDPSEJOH UP UIF TUBUF EJBHSBN TIPXO JO
UIF 4*"QQFOEJY 'JH 4 5IF TQFDJGJD PSJHJO PGNFNCSBOF TUSFTTFT
EPFT OPU BGGFDU UIJT GJOEJOH BOE XF FTUJNBUF UIBU TUSFTTFT PO UIF
PSEFS PG UIPTF FYQFDUFE JO QIZTJPMPHJDBM TZTUFNT BSF TVGGJDJFOU GPS
UIJT QSPDFTT UP PDDVS 'PS SFGFSFODF QMBTNB NFNCSBOF UFOTJPO
NFBTVSFE JO DFMMT VTVBMMZ SBOHFT GSPN  EZODN 	 

CVU WBMVFT JO UIF SBOHF PG  EZODN BSF UZQJDBM GPS TPNF
UZQFT PG DFMMT 	
 XIJDI JT XJUIJO B GBDUPS PG   GSPN UIF
UFOTJPO XF BQQMZ UP JOEVDF. BHHSFHBUJPO BOE JOEVDFNFNCSBOF
DVSWBUVSF JO 'JH  	 
 3FDBMM UIBU UIF FYUFSOBM ಯSFBMರ
BOE $( QSFTTVSFT BSF OPU JO RVBOUJUBUJWF DPSSFTQPOEFODF BT XF
SFNBSLFE JO B QSJPS TFDUJPO TP UIJT EJTDSFQBODZ NJHIU IFMQ UP
FYQMBJO BOZ EJTQBSJUZ CFUXFFO UIF FYQFSJNFOUBM WBMVFT BOE UIPTF
TFFO JO UIF $( TJNVMBUJPO *O TJNVMBUJPOT XIFSF UFOTJMF TUSFTTFT
BSF BQQMJFE XF GJOE UIBU . DMVTUFS GPSNBUJPO JT EJTDPVSBHFE PS
FWFO TVQQSFTTFE BMM PUIFS GBDUPST CFJOH FRVBM 5IJT TIPVME CF
JOUFSQSFUFE BT JOEJDBUJOH UIF HFOFSBM USFOE PG EFDSFBTFE SFMBUJWF
DMVTUFS GPSNBUJPO XIFO UIF UFOTJMF TUSFTTFT BSF FYFSUFE VQPO UIF
NFNCSBOF *O GBDU UIJT UFOEFODZ DPVME DPOUSJCVUF UIF PCTFSWFE
CFIBWJPS UIBU . EPFT OPU BQQFBS UP DMVTUFS JO UIF QMBTNB NFN
CSBOF VOEFS UZQJDBM TJUVBUJPOT XIFSF UFOTJMF TUSFTTFT BSF QSFTFOU
4QBUJBM PSHBOJ[BUJPO PG . BOE MJQJEQIBTF CFIBWJPS JO CVE
EJOH
4JHOJGJDBOU UIFPSFUJDBM BOE FYQFSJNFOUBM FWJEFODF TVQQPSUT
UIF JOGMVFODF PG MJQJE DPNQPTJUJPO PO NFNCSBOF DVSWBUVSF QIBTF
QBSUJUJPOJOH BOE OBOPTDBMF EPNBJOT JO WFTJDVMBS CVEEJOH QSP
DFTTFT 	
 .BOZ PG UIF TBNF PCTFSWBUJPOT BOE DPODMVTJPOT
NPTU MJLFMZ BMTP IPME JO CJPMPHJDBM QSPDFTTFT JOWPMWJOH NFNCSBOF
QSPUFJOT XIJDI DPNQMJDBUF UIF QJDUVSF TUJMM GVSUIFS 5IF WJSBM
HFOPNF PG JOGMVFO[B " JT LOPXO UP FODPEF BCPVU  QSPUFJOT 	

UIPVHI B GFX BEEJUJPOBM QSPUFJOT IBWF SFDFOUMZ CFFO JEFOUJGJFE
	
 *NQPSUBOUMZ FYQFSJNFOUBM TUVEJFT PG UIF MBUFSBM PSHBOJ[BUJPO
PG UIFTF QSPUFJOT EVSJOH WJSBM CVEEJOH 	 
 JNQMJDBUFT . BOE
OPU UIF VTVBM IPTU DFMM &4$35 NBDIJOFSZ 	
 JO UIF TDJTTJPO PG
XJMEUZQF WJSVT CVET
0VS NPEFM DPOWJODJOHMZ SFDBQJUVMBUFT LFZ FYQFSJNFOUBM PC
TFSWBUJPOT PG UIF QIZTJDBM QIFOPNFOB SFMFWBOU GPS JO WJUSP CVEEJOH
PG WFTJDMFT .PTU QSPNJOFOUMZ XF PCTFSWF UIF MJOBDUBOU QSPQFSUZ
PG . VQPO FYQVMTJPO GSPN UIF -P QIBTF PG B QIBTFTFQBSBUFE
(67 BOE TVCTFRVFOU PWFSSFQSFTFOUBUJPO BU UIF QIBTF CPVOEBSZ
	'JH 
 5IJT CFIBWJPS IBT EJSFDU BOE NFBTVSBCMF DPOTFRVFODFT
GPS UIF QSPUFJOMJQJE JOUFSBDUJPOT JO MJQJENJYUVSFT UIBU 	XIJMF OPO
JEFBMMZ NJYFE
 BSF OPU QIBTF TFQBSBUFE 5IF MJOBDUBOU CFIBWJPS
JT B EJSFDU DPOTFRVFODF PG MJQJE QSPQFSUJFT JO QBSUJDVMBS UBJM
GMFYJCJMJUJFT BOE JT TFOTJUJWFMZ EJTUPSUFE JG GPS JOTUBODF UIF TPGU
GSBDUJPO PGNFNCSBOF MJQJET JT TUJGGFOFE FWFO B MJUUMF 	4* "QQFOEJY
'JH 4
 *O 'JH  UIF GSBDUJPOBM MJQJE FOSJDINFOU BU B HJWFO
EJTUBODF GSPN . JT RVBOUJGJFE BU WBSJPVT MJQJE QIBTF TUBUF QPJOUT
BQQSPBDIJOH UIF QIBTF EFNJYJOH DSJUJDBM QPJOU 5IF DIBSBDUFSJTUJD
DPSSFMBUJPO MFOHUIT XF QSFEJDU BSF XFMM CFMPX UIF EJGGSBDUJPO MJNJU
PG MJHIU NJDSPTDPQFT CVU UIFZ DPVME QFSIBQT CF NFBTVSF VTJOH 9
SBZ UFDIOJRVFT "U BSPVOE UIF EFNJYJOH QPJOU 	'JH # 

MBSHFS MJQJET EPNBJOT BSF TUBSUJOH UP GPSN XIJDI CZ UIFNTFMWFT
XJMM TPSU XIFO DVSWBUVSF JT JNQPTFE MFBWJOH QSFGFSFOUJBMMZ TPGUˢ
MJQJE JTMBOET UP PDDVQZ DVSWFE SFHJPOT BOE TUJGGˢMJQJE JTMBOET UP
PDDVQZ GMBU SFHJPOT PG UIF NFNCSBOF NBOJGPME 	'JH $
 5IJT
TVHHFTUT B NFDIBOJTN GPS.TPGUˢ MJQJE DPMPDBMJ[BUJPO XIFSF.
XJMM TPSU UP DVSWFE SFHJPOT BT XJMM TPGUˢMJQJE JTMBOET BOE UIFSF JT
BO FOSJDINFOU [POF PG TPGUˢ MJQJET BSPVOE UIF . QSPUFJO *O PVS
TJNVMBUJPOT XF DPOTJTUFOUMZ PCTFSWF UIBU . MPDBMJ[FT UP DVSWFE
SFHJPOT NVDI GBTUFS UIBO BOZ NFDIBOJTN LOPXO UP USBOTQPSU MJQJE
JTMBOET PWFS MBSHF TQBUJBM TDBMF 	EJGGVTJWF NPUJPO PG MJQJE JTMBOET
SJQFOJOH PS OVDMFBUJPO BOE HSPXUI
 5IJT PCTFSWBUJPO XBT OPU
QVSTVFE RVBOUJUBUJWFMZ BT PUIFS GBDUPST OPU JODMVEFE JO PVS NPEFM
NBZ QMBZ BO JNQPSUBOU SPMF
*O BEEJUJPO JU JT PCTFSWFE UIBU BMM MJQJE UZQFT EJTQMBZ MPXFSFE
MJQJEUBJM OFNBUJD PSEFS JO QSPYJNJUZ UP UIF QSPUFJO DPOTJTUFOU XJUI
B EFQMFUJPO NFDIBOJTN PG . DMVTUFSJOH BOE MPDBM MJQJE QBDLJOH
EFGFDUT BSPVOE UIF QSPUFJO 8JUI UIF BCPWF NFOUJPOFE JEFBT JO
NJOE JU JT UFNQUJOH UP TQFDVMBUF UIBU DMVTUFSJOH BOE SFDSVJUNFOU
PG . UP UIF CVEEJOH OFDL PG B WJSJPO JO UVSO SFDSVJUT B CBOE PG
TPGUˢ MJQJET UIFSFCZ JODSFBTJOH QIBTF TFQBSBUJPO MPDBMMZ BOE MJOF
UFOTJPO JO UIF DPOTUSJDUFE OFDL UP GBDJMJUBUF TDJTTJPO
" TVNNBSJ[JOH TDIFNBUJD ESBXJOH EFQJDUJOH PVS QSPQPTFE
DPODFQUVBM NPEFM PG JOGMVFO[B CVEEJOH BOE UIF SPMF PG UIF .
QSPUFJO DBO CF TFFO JO 'JH  &OUSPQJD TPSUJOH PG GMFYJCMF MJQJET
UP IJHIMZ DVSWFE SFHJPOT XPSL JO DPOKVODUJPO XJUI TPGUˢ MJQJE.
DPMPDBMJ[BUJPO JO PSEFS UP BUUSBDU . UP UIF OFDL SFHJPO GSPN UIF
DFMM QMBTNB NFNCSBOF SFTFSWPJS 5IF OFDL SFHJPO GVSUIFS BUUSBDUT
. CZ WJSUVF PG JUT QPTJUJWFMZTJHOFE DVSWBUVSF QSJODJQBM EJSFDUJPO
BOE UIF ಯXFEHJOHರ NFDIBOJTN XIJMF OFHBUJWFMZTJHOFE DVSWBUVSF
SFHJPOT BSF NFUBTUBCMF PS SFQVMTJWF GPS. -JQJEQIBTF CFIBWJPS
JO QBSUJDVMBS UIF MJOBDUBOU QSPQFSUZ PG . EJTDPVSBHFT BEEJUJPOBM
SFDSVJUNFOU PG . UP UIF VQQFS IFNJTQIFSF PG UIF FNFSHJOH WJSVT
TJODF JU JT FOSJDIFE JO TUJGGˢ MJQJET BU UIJT TUBHF
*7 $0/$-64*0/4
5IF QSFTFOU XPSL FMVDJEBUFT UIF FOUSPQJD ESJWJOH GPSDFT UIBU
EFUFSNJOF UIF DMVTUFSJOH BOE TQBUJBM MPDBMJ[BUJPO PG . QSPUFJO
JO GMBU BOE DVSWFE NFNCSBOFT JO NFNCSBOFT FYQPTFE UP QIZT
JPMPHJDBM NFNCSBOF TUSFTTFT BOE JO NFNCSBOFT XJUI OPOJEFBM
MJQJE NJYJOH BOE QIBTF TFQBSBUJPO 5IFTF NFNCSBOF DPOEJUJPOT











































































































































QSPWJEF OFX DPODFQUVBM BOE NPMFDVMBSMFWFM JOTJHIUT JOUP UIF
SPMF PG . JO WJSBM CVEEJOH 0VS DPBSTFHSBJOFE NPEFM OBUVSBMMZ
FYQMBJOT LFZ FYQFSJNFOUBM PCTFSWBUJPOT PG . DMVTUFSJOH DVSWB
UVSF TPSUJOH JO CVEEJOH WJSVTFT DVSWBUVSF JOEVDUJPO JO TUSFTTFE
NFNCSBOFT BOE GJOBMMZ IPX UIFTF CFIBWJPST DIBOHF EFQFOEJOH
PO UIF DPMMFDUJWF CFIBWJPS PG NFNCSBOF MJQJET 8F NBLF UFTUBCMF
QSFEJDUJPOT SFHBSEJOH TFWFSBM SFMFWBOU BTQFDUT PG UIF QIZTJDBM CF
IBWJPS PG . TQFDJGJDBMMZ UIF DPSSFMBUJPO MFOHUI PG TPGU MJQJET BOE
MJQJE TPGUFOJOH BSPVOE UIF QSPUFJO TDBMFGSFF MJGFUJNF EJTUSJCVUJPO
PG . DMVTUFST B TUSPOH QSFGFSFODF GPS QPTJUJWF DVSWBUVSFT 	XJUI
OFHBUJWF DVSWBUVSF CFJOH B NFUBTUBCMF SFHJPO
 BOE FTUJNBUFT PG
UIF DSJUJDBM . DMVTUFS TJ[F SFRVJSFE UP JOEVDF DVSWBUVSF VOEFS
BQQMJFE NFNCSBOF TUSFTT 0VS NPEFM JT HFOFSJD BOE XF UIFSFGPSF
FYQFDU PVS DPODMVTJPOT UP CF BU MFBTU QBSUJBMMZ USBOTGFSBCMF UP DPN
QBSBCMF TZTUFNT JO CJPMPHZ BOE TPGU NBUUFS QIZTJDT GPS FYBNQMF
UIF CVEEJOH PG PUIFS WJSVTFT XIFSF .MJLF QSPUFJOT BSF QSFTFOU
	FH JOGMVFO[B #
 BOE FOEPDZUPUJD QSPDFTTFT
7 .0%&-4 .&5)0%4 "/% ."5&3*"-4
$( -JQJE .PEFM
8F IBWF JNQMFNFOUFE B WFSTJPO PG UIF UVOBCMF $( MJQJE
NPEFM QSPQPTFE CZ #SBOOJHBO 1IJMMJQT BOE #SPXO 	#1#
 	

 JO UIF -"..14 TPGUXBSF 	
 5IF #1# MJQJE JT BO JNQMJDJU
TPMWFOU NPEFM VTJOH  $( TJUFT QFS NPMFDVMF BOE TFMGBTTFNCMFT
JOUP CJMBZFS NFNCSBOFT XIPTF NFDIBOJDBM QSPQFSUJFT DBO CF
UVOFE UISPVHI UIF BOHVMBS QPUFOUJBM DPFGGJDJFOU 	
 5IF
#1# NPEFM GFBUVSFT CPOE BOE BOHMF JOUFSBDUJPOT
()
()
XIFSF BOE BSF QPTJUJWF DPOTUBOUT UP TDBMF UIF CPOE BOE
BOHMF FOFSHJFT BOE JT UIF 	JEFOUJDBM
 BOHMFT PG UIF MJQJE NPMFDVMF
5IF NPEFM GVSUIFS IBT UIF GPMMPXJOH OPOCPOEFE  -FOOBSE




XIFSF BOE BSF QPTJUJWF FOFSHZ DPOTUBOUT *OUFSBD
UJPO QPUFOUJBMT BSF USVODBUFE BOE TIJGUFE BU GPS UIF DPSF BOE
UBJM JOUFSBDUJPOT BOE GPS UIF JOUFSGBDJBM JOUFSBDUJPO 5IF WBM
VFT BOE
XFSF VTFE BT B CBTF 8F OPUF IFSF UIBU PVS
JNQMFNFOUBUJPO EJGGFST GSPN UIF PSJHJOBM NPEFM 	
 JO UXP
JNQPSUBOU BTQFDUT MJQJE CFBET BSF DPOOFDUFE XJUI IBSNPOJD
CPOET SBUIFS UIBO SJHJE DPOTUSBJOUT BOE UIF FGGFDUJWF TJ[F PG UIF
FYDMVEFEWPMVNFPOMZ IFBE CFBE UZQF 	UPXBSE UIF IZESPQIPCJD
CFBE UZQF POMZ
 XBT TDBMFE CZ B GBDUPS PG  5IF GPSNFS XBT
EPOF UP BWPJE TPMWJOH SJHJE CPEZ DPOTUSBJOUT XIFO SVOOJOH EZ
OBNJDT TJNVMBUJPOT XIJMF UIF MBUUFS XBT GPVOE UP EJTDPVSBHF MJQJET
GSPN MFBWJOH UIF NFNCSBOF BU UIF UBSHFU MJQJE GMFYJCJMJUZ HJWFO CZ
UIF BOHMF QPUFOUJBM DPFGGJDJFOU JO UIF SBOHF PG 
XIJDI DBO CF BO JTTVF 	
 QBSUJDVMBSMZ GPS DVSWFE NFNCSBOFT
JO PVS FYQFSJFODF /FJUIFS NPEJGJDBUJPO SFTVMUFE JO BOZ BQQSF
DJBCMF DIBOHFT JO UIF QIZTJDBM QSPQFSUJFT PG UIF $( MJQJE CJMBZ
FST NFNCSBOFT 5IF $( CFBE NBTTFT XFSF BTTJHOFE CZ FWFOMZ
EJTUSJCVUJOH UIF NBTT PG UIF QSPUPUZQJDBM NFNCSBOF MJQJE 
QBMNJUPZMPMFPZMQIPTQIBUJEZMDIPMJOF 	101$
 PWFS UIF  CFBET
JO UIF MJQJE NPMFDVMF *O UIF SFMFWBOU TJNVMBUJPOT BO FOFSHFUJD
QFOBMUZ GPS EJTGBWPSJOH DSPTTJOUFSBDUJPOT CFUXFFO UXP MJQJE UZQFT
DBO JODSFBTF OPOJEFBMJUZ BOE FWFOUVBMMZ DBVTF EFNJYJOH PG UIF
UXP MJQJE QIBTFT 5IJT DBO CF EPOF FJUIFS CZ QFOBMJ[JOH XFMM
EFQUI PG UIF JOUFSBDUJPO QPUFOUJBM UIBU BDUT CFUXFFO UIF UXP MJQJET
	 QBSBNFUFS JO UIF -FOOBSE+POFT DSPTTUFSN
 PS CZ BMUFSJOH
UIF SBOHF PWFS XIJDI UIF JOUFSBDUJPO JT OPO[FSP 	CZ NFBOT PG
JOUSPEVDJOH B QPUFOUJBM GPSN XJUI B WBSJBCMF SBOHF 	

 8F
DIPTF UP JOUSPEVDF B WBSJBOU PG UIF GPSNFS XIFSF UIF JOUFSBDUJPO
QPUFOUJBM BDUJOH CFUXFFO UBJM CFBET PG " BOE UBJM CFBET PG # JT
TDBMFE CZ B DPOTUBOU  TP UIBU UIF SFMFWBOU QPUFOUJBM CFDPNFT
 5IFNPEJGJFE JOUFSBDUJPO XBT NBQQFE POUP
UIF UBJM CFBET BT PQQPTFE UP GPS JOTUBODF UIF JOUFSGBDJBM DPIFTJPO
CFDBVTF UIJT BQQSPBDI GPMMPXT DIFNJDBM JOUVJUJPO BOE XBT GPVOE
UP FOBCMF SFBTPOBCMF MFBGMFU SFHJTUSBUJPO JO DVSWFE NFNCSBOFT
"MMBUPN .% 4JNVMBUJPOT
"O BUPNJTUJD TUSVDUVSF PG UIF . QSPUFJO 	1%# *% -+

	
 XBT QSFQBSFE JO B MJQJE CJMBZFS QBUDI BT EFTDSJCFE JO EFUBJM
FMTFXIFSF 	 
 #SJFGMZ UIF TZTUFN XBT DPOTUSVDUFE CZ UIF
$)"3..(6* HFOFSBUPS 	
 BOE TJNVMBUFE XJUI NPMFDVMBS
EZOBNJDT 	.%
 JO /".% 	
 VTJOH UIF $)"3.. GPSDF
GJFME 	
 XJUI $."1 	
 BOE UIF 5*11 XBUFS NPEFM 	
 "GUFS
BO FYUFOEFE FRVJMJCSBUJPO QSPUPDPM 	
 PG ∼ OT EVSBUJPO UIF
TZTUFN XBT TJNVMBUFE GPS BOPUIFS  OT UP VTF JO UIF QBSBNFUFS




" $( NPEFM PG UIF . QSPUFJO XBT DPOTUSVDUFE CZ NBQQJOH
PO BWFSBHF  BNJOP BDJE SFTJEVFT JOUP POF $( TJUF 	CFBE

QSPEVDJOH B IJHIMZ DPBSTFHSBJOFE NPEFM UIBU SFUBJOT UIF LFZ
TUSVDUVSBM GFBUVSFT PG UIF BMQIBIFMJDBM QSPUFJO XIJMF NBJOUBJOJOH
B WFSUJDBM SFTPMVUJPO DPNQBUJCMF XJUI UIF $( MJQJE CJMBZFS NFN
CSBOF 	TFF 'JH  BOE UIF 4* "QQFOEJY 5BCMF 4 GPS UIF QSFDJTF
$( NBQQJOH
 5IF BQQSPYJNBUF GPVSGPME TZNNFUSZ 	$
 PG UIF
. IPNPUFUSBNFS BSPVOE UIF NBKPS BYJT XBT QSFWJPVTMZ TIPXO
UP FOBCMF TJNQMF DPOTUSVDUJPO PG $(NBQQJOHT 	
 /POCPOEFE
QSPUFJOMJQJE JOUFSBDUJPOT XFSF CBTFE PO UIF FYJTUJOH #1# JOUFSBD
UJPOT UP FOTVSF UIBU GMBOLJOH SFHJPOT PG UIF QSPUFJO 	DPSSFTQPOEJOH
QSJNBSJMZ UP DIBSHFE BOE QPMBS SFTJEVFT
 QSFGFSFOUJBMMZ MPDBUF JO
UIF BQQSPQSJBUF JOUFSGBDJBM SFHJPO PG UIF CJMBZFS 	UZQF ಫ*/5'ಬ
 BOE
UIBU UIF USBOTNFNCSBOF SFHJPO PG UIF QSPUFJO 	DPSSFTQPOEJOH UP
QSJNBSJMZ IZESPQIPCJD SFTJEVFT
 SFUBJOT EJSFDU DIFNJDBM DPNQBU
JCJMJUZ XJUI UIF IZESPQIPCJD CFBET PG UIF CJMBZFS JOUFSJPS 	UZQF
ಫ5"*-ಬ
 5IF SFTVMUJOH . NPEFM IBT  NBQQFE $( CFBET JO UIF
PSEFS 	*/5'5"*-*/5'
 1VSFMZ SFQVMTJWF $( CFBET XFSF
JOUSPEVDFE JOUP UIF DFOUSBM TQBDF JOTJEF UIF . DIBOOFM 	BOE
BMTP CFUXFFO BEKBDFOU IFMJDFT
 JO PSEFS UP NBJOUBJO UIF PWFSBMM
$( QSPUFJO GPME BOE UP QSFWFOU BDDJEFOUBM MJQJE QFOFUSBUJPO JOUP
UIF IZESPQIJMJD DPSF PG UIF . DIBOOFM "MM NFNCSBOFGMBOLJOH
CFBET XFSF DBQQFE XJUI BEEJUJPOBM FYDMVEFE WPMVNF CFBET 	UZQF
ಫ)&"%ಬ
 BU BO PGGTFU EJTUBODF BMPOH [ PG ˰ UP CF DPOTJTUFOU XJUI
UIF #1# MJQJEಬT GJSTU CFBE SFQSFTFOUJOH UIF TPMWFOU BCPWF UIF
JOUFSGBDJBM CFBE JO UIF MJQJE 	4* "QQFOEJY 'JH 4
 5IF NBTT PG
UIF QSPUFJO 	 %B
 XBT EJWJEFE FWFOMZ BNPOH UIF DPOTUJUVUJOH
CFBET GPS TJNQMJDJUZ BOE UIF DPPSEJOBUFT PG UIF NPEFM XFSF TDBMFE
JO PSEFS GPS UIF QSPUFJO UP TQBO UIF NFNCSBOF XJUIPVU IZESPQIP
CJD NJTNBUDI 5IF $( CFBE MPDBUJPOT XFSF VTFE UP DPOTUSVDU
BO FMBTUJD OFUXPSL NPEFM 	&/.
 UP SFQSPEVDF UIF (BVTTJBO
GMVDUVBUJPOT SFDPSEFE JO UIF SFGFSFODF BMMBUPN TJNVMBUJPO 	

 XJUI IBSNPOJD CPOET JOUSPEVDFE VTJOH B DVUPGG EJTUBODF PG
˰ 	 
 3FTUJOH CPOE EJTUBODFT XFSF EJTDSFUJ[FE VTJOH CJO
XJEUIT PG   JO PSEFS UP SFEVDF UIF UPUBM OVNCFS PG VOJRVF
CPOE EFGJOJUJPOT SFRVJSFE UP EFTDSJCF UIF &/. XJUI QFSSFTJEVF
GMVDUVBUJPOT PG UIF SFGFSFODF BMMBUPN TJNVMBUJPO TBUJTGBDUPSJMZ
SFQSPEVDFE VTJOH B VOJGPSN TQSJOH DPOTUBOU PG  LDBMNPM GPS
BMM IBSNPOJD CPOET JO UIF QSPUFJO 	4*"QQFOEJY 'JH 4
 5IF GJOBM
$(.NPEFM IBT  CFBET 	UISFF CFBE UZQFT
 BOE  CPOET 	
CPOE UZQFT




4JNVMBUJPOT XFSF QFSGPSNFE XJUI UIF -"..14 .% TPGU
XBSF QBDLBHF 	











































































































































GPSNBMJTN GPS DPOUSPMMJOH CPUI QSFTTVSF BOE UFNQFSBUVSF *O
BMM DBTFT FYUSFNFMZ XFBL DPVQMJOH UP UIFSNP BOE CBSPTUBUT
XFSF VTFE 	DPVQMJOH UJNFT PG ˱ BOE ˱
 JO PSEFS
UP NJOJNJ[F QFSUVSCBUJPOT PG UIF FWPMVUJPO PG UIF TZTUFN 5IF
UIFSNPEZOBNJD FOTFNCMF TBNQMFE XBT DPOTUBOU 	DPOTUBOU
DPQZ OVNCFS  QSFTTVSF  BOE UFNQFSBUVSF 
 BU BOE
 VOMFTT PUIFSXJTF TUBUFE8F SFQPSU ಯ$( UJNFರ JO VOJUT PG
˱ CFDBVTF PG UIF GVOEBNFOUBM DIBMMFOHF JO SJHPSPVTMZ DPOOFDUJOH
TJNVMBUFE UJNF XJUI SFBM UJNF JO $( TJNVMBUJPOT 	TFF FH SFG
	

 4JNVMBUJPOT XFSF SVO JO USJQMJDBUFT CZ BTTJHOJOH EJGGFSFOU
JOJUJBM NPNFOUB EJTUSJCVUJPOT WJB EJTUJODU QTFVEPSBOEPN OVNCFS
HFOFSBUPS TFFET
$( 4ZTUFN 4FUVQ
#JMBZFS HFPNFUSJFT XFSF JOJUJBMJ[FE CZ QMBDJOH $( MJQJET PO
B SFHVMBS MBUUJDF JO UIF YZ QMBOF UP DSFBUF B NFNCSBOF QBUDI
PG  MJQJET PG TJNVMBUJPO CPY MFOHUI ป  Y  ON JO UIF
NFNCSBOF QMBOF . QSPUFJOT 	JG QSFTFOU
 XFSF FNCFEEFE JO
UIF NFNCSBOF XJUI NBKPS BYJT BMJHOFE UP UIF NFNCSBOF OPSNBM
BOE PWFSMBQQJOH MJQJET XFSF SFNPWFE 5IF OVNCFS PG . QSP
UFJOT JOTFSUFE 	VQ UP  EFQFOEJOH PO UIF TQFDJGJD TJNVMBUJPO

DPSSFTQPOET UP BO BSFB DPWFSBHF PG ป  UP  XJUI UIF BSFB
QFS QSPUFJO UBLFO BT  UIJT TPNFXIBU FYDFFET UIF FTUJNBUFE
BWFSBHF . DPWFSBHF PG BO JOGMVFO[B WJSJPO CVU OPOFUIFMFTT
QSPWJEFT B SFBTPOBCMF MPDBM SBOHF 	 
 .FNCSBOF DVSWBUVSF
XBT JOEVDFE CZ EFGJOJOH SFQVMTJWF TIBQFHVJEJOH SFHJPOT 	UXP
DZMJOEFST PG SBEJVT GPS UIF CVDLMFENFNCSBOFT GPVS TQIFSFT PG
SBEJVT GPS NFNCSBOFT XJUI (BVTTJBO DVSWBUVSF
 WJB IBSNPOJD
FYDMVTJPO QPUFOUJBMT PG UIF GPSN 	GJY XBMMSFHJPO DPNNBOE

()




&SSPS BOBMZTJT XBT QFSGPSNFE PO JOEFQFOEFOUMZ FYFDVUFE
TJNVMBUJPO USBKFDUPSJFT 	USJQMFUT
 PS CZ BO BQQSPQSJBUF CMPDL
BWFSBHJOH QSPDFEVSF 	
 PG B TJOHMF USBKFDUPSZ &SSPS CBST TIPX
UIF DBMDVMBUFE TUBOEBSE EFWJBUJPO
"OBMZTJT 7JTVBMJ[BUJPO BOE 1MPUUJOH
7JTVBM .PMFDVMBS %ZOBNJDT 	
 BOE JOIPVTF TDSJQUT




 GPS QMPUUJOH 3 TPGUXBSF
	
 GPS BOBMZTJT BOE QMPUUJOH BOE *OLTDBQF 	WFSTJPO 
IUUQXXXJOLTDBQFPSH
 GPS GJHVSF MBZPVUT
-JQJE5BJM /FNBUJD 0SEFS 1BSBNFUFS $BMDVMBUJPO
5IF MJQJE PSEFS QBSBNFUFS  JT HJWFO CZ UIF FYQFDUBUJPO WBMVF




8F DBMDVMBUF UIF TVSGBDF UFOTJPO  CZ UBLJOH BEWBOUBHF PG UIF




XIFSF UIF DPNQPOFOUT PG UIF TUSFTT UFOTPS BSF HFOFSBUFE CZ
-"..14 	
 BOE JT UIF TJNVMBUJPO CPY MFOHUI JO [ EJNFOTJPO
OPSNBM PG UIF NFNCSBOF QMBOF
1PUFOUJBM PG .FBO 'PSDF $BMDVMBUJPO
5IF )FMNIPMU[ 	(JCCT
 GSFF FOFSHZ XBT EFUFSNJOFE CZ UIF
SFWFSTJCMF XPSL UIFPSFN BDDPSEJOH UP UIF FRVBUJPO
()
XIFSF JO UIF DPOTUBOU /75 	/15
 FOTFNCMF UIF GSFF FOFSHZ
GPS B SFWFSTJCMF QSPDFTT JT FRVBM UP UIF QPUFOUJBM PG NFBO GPSDF

&YQFSJNFOUBM .FUIPET
(JBOU 6OJMBNFMMBS 7FTJDMFT 	(67T

1IBTF TFQBSBUFE (67T XFSF FMFDUSPGPSNFE BU r$ VTJOH B
 NPMBS SBUJP PG %01$4.$IPMFTUFSPM 	"WBOUJ 1PMBS -JQJET
"MBCBTUFS "-
 JODPSQPSBUJOH  NPM  PG #PEJQZ1$ 	"WBOUJ

CFGPSF USFBUNFOU XJUI UFUSBNFUIZMSIPEBNJOF MBCFMFE . BN
QIJQBUIJD IFMJY 	.")
 QFQUJEF 	(FO4DSJQU 1JTDBUBXBZ /+
 BOE
DPOGPDBM JNBHJOH PO UIF -4. 1BTDBM 	;FJTT 5IPSOXPPE /:

DPOGPDBM NJDSPTDPQF BT QSFWJPVTMZ EFTDSJCFE 	
 *NBHF BEKVTU
NFOU XBT MJNJUFE UP DSPQQJOH BOE FRVBM BEKVTUNFOU PG MFWFMT -JOF
JOUFOTJUZ IJTUPHSBNT PG -E BOE .")5.3 JOUFOTJUJFT BMPOH UIF
DJSDVNGFSFODF PG UIF (67 XFSF DBMDVMBUFE VTJOH UIF IJTUPHSBN
GFBUVSF PG UIF ;FO NJDSPTDPQZ QSPHSBN 	;FJTT

&MFDUSPO .JDSPTDPQZ
.%$, DFMMT XFSF JOGFDUFE BT JOEJDBUFE BOE TVCKFDUFE UP QSF
FNCFEEJOH JNNVOPHPME MBCFMJOH PG UIF . QSPUFJO VTJOH UIF
$ N"C 	
 GPMMPXFE CZ UIJO TFDUJPO QSPDFTTJOH BT QSFWJPVTMZ
EFTDSJCFE 	
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